STARTING A CREATIVE WRITING BLOG
Alternatively, you could opt for a creative blog name â€” but . Write! If you really want to start a blog, you're going to
need to start blogging.

Two writers. The more you focus on a particular topic , the more specialized you become and the more you
attract an engaged audience. Show your prospective clients and readers that you deserve their time and
attention with examples of your past and present work. It meant making time to write and not taking my
audience for granted. Traditionally, alliteration is used in lines of poetry like the one above to create rhythm.
First, you have to write the story. Take the next step This is the part where I tell you to kill your excuses and
do the work. Go to that email and click the confirmation link. Great Pricing. Team of writers. There are things
that we always put before blogging: exercise, health, relationships, experiences, personal growth, contribution.
Why is the keyword here. Are you still awake? Install plugins Plugins are great for everybody, especially
those of us who are less comfortable with the technical side of things. Many themes also have tag cloudsâ€”a
quick and easy way to show what you post about most. Here at The Write Life, we use Genesis , which is one
of the most popular premium themes available. Oh, how adorably clueless I was. The truth is that we kind of
got lucky. In other words, if you have any questions, they will help you through the entire set-up process.
Your blog is a brand. I wanted to report about the world around me and let some things besides my work to
define me. In a world of slimming attention spans, readers are not intrigued by fluff. The most recent iteration,
Local-Satori, was a passion project. As a writer, you are your brand, so we recommend using some variation
of your name. Though having lots of plugins can undermine the functionality and security of your blog, there
are several we recommend everyone look into: Better Click-to-Tweet : Encourage readers to share your
content by including a click-to-tweet box within your posts. Have a vision. You can appropriate alliteration get
it? This is just the introduction. Determine whether or not you want comments on your blog; they are often a
useful way to receive feedback and directly engage with your readers. Perhaps bloggers should build the blog
they want to write for the world. Money-Back Guarantee. Now that you have your own blog, you get to make
it yours; you get to turn your vision into a reality. Your username and blog title can be changed in settings at
any time.

